
centre zone

6 players on a team

out zone

3 balls

ball return line

Always use UKDBA 
recommended dodgeballs
Senior Dodgeballs for 16+
• 8 inch diameter available from www.ukdba.org
Junior U16 and women’s
• 7 inch diameter available from www.ukdba.org 
Junior U12
• 150mm Playsport dodgeballs available from www.bishopsport.co.uk

Adult = 3mins
Junior = 2mins

• Hit By A Ball
• A Ball Is Knocked Out Of Your Hands

• Your Throw Is Caught
• You Step Over A Line

• You Kick A Ball

On the referees whistle the game starts and 3 players from 
each team race to the centre to gain possession of the 
dodgeballs.
The balls must first be passed back to a teammate before they 
are in play and they are able to throw them at the opposition. 
Dodgeball is an elimination game and can be won by either 
eliminating all of the opposing players or having more players 
remaining on your team at the end of the allotted time period 
for that game.



1. The aim of this drill is to throw 
the balls as a team and provide 
practice for players aim

2. Choose cones or 2 or 
3 players to act as 
targets and split the 
rest of the group into 
3 lines

3. The front 3 players have 1 ball 
each and throw at a target of 
their choice in their own time 
or on the coaches command. 
Players rotate through the drill

1. Assassins positioned in a circle 
formation with a ball. The 
Bodyguard and VIP stand in 
the middle

3. Progression: Change the size of the circle. Add more bodyguards/VIPs. Condition the 
throwing and movement of the Assassins. Make a ‘hit zone’ on the VIP. Add 
another/more balls 

2. The Assassins must attempt to 
hit the VIP with the ball, the 
Bodyguard must protect the 

VIP. When the VIP has been hit 
the Assassin who made the hit 

becomes the Bodyguard, the 
Bodyguard becomes the VIP 

and the VIP becomes an 
Assassin

Throwing is one of the core skills required to play Dodgeball, but unlike other sports 
there is no single perfect model to throw the ball. In Dodgeball you can throw the ball 
any way you like and having a good variety will improve your all round game. It is 
important to identify a player’s best technique and when appropriate to use it in a 
game situation. 

• A fluid run up
• A side on throwing stance
• Transfer weight from back to front
• Follow through low and towards target

The first thing to learn to be able to throw the ball well and to improve is to 
how to hold the ball. This can be done in any of the following three ways:
Grip – firmly grasp the ball
Cup – rest the ball in your hand
Hook – flex your wrist so that the ball is held between your hand and forearm

Instruct the group to play full sided or small sided games of dodgeball. Highlight the 
importance of players to work as a team whilst coaching the following key components 
of a successful throw:


